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Abstract
Fishbone instabilities, driven by trapped and barely passing energetic particles (EPs), including electrons and ions
(EEs or EIs), are numerically studied with the spatial distribution of EPs taken into account. The dispersion relations
of the modes are derived for slowing-down and Maxwellian models of EP energy distribution. It is found that the
modes with frequency comparable to the toroidal precession frequency ωd of EPs are resonantly excited. Electron
and ion fishbone modes share the same growth rates and real frequencies but rotate in opposite directions. The
frequency of the modes is found to be higher in the case of near-axis heating than that of off-axis heating. The
fishbone instabilities can only be excited by barely trapped or barely passing and deeply trapped particles in positive
and negative spatial density gradient regions, respectively. In addition, the most interesting feature of the fishbone
modes induced by barely passing particles is that there exists a second stable regime in the higher βh (pressure of
EPs/toroidal magnetic pressure) region, and the modes exist in the range of βth1 < βh < βth2 (βth is threshold or
critical beta of EPs) only. The results are well confirmed with Nyquist technology. The possible physical mechanism
for the existence of the second stable regime is discussed.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

In this work, in order to obtain an integral dispersion
relation, the equations given in [20] are extended to be
applicable for fishbone and MHD modes driven not only by
barely passing EPs but also by trapped EPs, including both
electrons and ions, with slowing-down energy distribution of
NBI and Maxwellian velocity distributions (corresponding to
ECRH/ICRH experiments). It is shown that the fishbone
instabilities in plasmas of Maxwellian distribution also have
the second stable regime. This is one of the major new
findings of this work and an extension of the results in [20].
The model in [11, 12] was employed and extended to study
electron fishbone modes. The model given by Coppi et al [13]
is not employed in this work and the fishbone modes with
diamagnetic drift frequency ωdi of the thermal ions are left for
future work. In our work, the real frequency of the modes is
found extending continuously from a low-frequency region to a
high-frequency region when the radial profile of the EP density
changes from off-axis to near-axis peaking and is different from
that in [13]. The real frequency and growth rate of electron
and ion fishbone modes are identical but rotate in opposite
directions. The modes become stable again in the higher βh
(pressure of EPs/ toroidal magnetic pressure) region when the
instability is induced by barely passing EPs.

1. Introduction
The effects of energetic particles (EPs), including ions
and electrons, on plasma instability and confinement in
toroidal devices have been a major subject of theoretical
and experimental studies in recent decades. The fishbonelike internal kink modes excited by trapped EPs have been
observed in experiments with perpendicular or parallel neutral
beam injection (NBI) [1, 2], as well as ion/electron cyclotron
resonance heating (ICRH/ECRH) or lower hybrid current drive
(LHCD) [3–10]. These modes have been analytically and
numerically investigated in detail and shown to be resonantly
excited by EPs [11–20]. These instabilities usually result in
loss of the EPs, and consequently degradation of confinement
and efficiency of plasma heating. Therefore, it is crucially
important to control and avoid the instabilities in advanced
tokamak experiments. On the other hand, experimental and
theoretical studies have shown that some MHD modes can
be stabilized by EPs [9, 17–19]. The fishbone modes driven
by barely passing ions with slowing-down energy distribution
of NBI are studied, taking the spatial density distribution
of the EIs into account, and a second stable regime is
found [20].
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